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This fourth and final video in the Deception series is a fantastic conclusion to the series that 
reveals how the enemy tries to deceive us with lies, and how God’s truth can set us truly free.


So here are three pro tips to maximize the impact this video can have:


FIRST: The easiest tip that’s an absolute no-brainer…watch it BEFORE You show your 
students! There are so many great moments you could reference back to during an after-
viewing conversation, or points to pause and create powerful connection with your teenagers.


The visual intro to this video is powerful and probably represents what many of your students 
are feeling, or have felt, about their past. As you get in to this final video be thinking about the 
ways in which your students feel trapped by their sins, their addictions, their relationships, and 
even their family’s history.


SECOND: Right around the two minute mark of the video, Caroline makes a super interesting 
point: we often end up trapped when we pursue something that begins with simple curiosity. 
It’s a great point and it’s good to remember that often times our students didn’t wander off the 
path, they didn’t end up trapped, because they pursued being trapped. No, they ended up 
trapped because they were curious, they were pushing a boundary, or they just wanted to 
make a decision on their own. Keep that in mind as you try to help them become free in 
Christ…they don’t want to be trapped!


THIRD: Half way through this video, Danny invites everyone into a relationship with Christ. 
Don’t miss the opportunity to present the Gospel to your students who, ultimately, cannot find 
freedom without Christ! You might even want to pause when he’s done (around 11:30) and 
open an invitation on the spot.


Now here are a few ideas based on your specific situation:


Youth group: This would be a great night to have a VERY messy game. Danny and Caroline 
get in to an all out food fight, but it moves the conversation into how God gets into our messes 
and how He loves to turn them into miracles. Use a youth group food fight (or other crazy 
game) to give another powerful visual of how God doesn’t wait for us to clean up before He 
enters our story, He enters in our mess and then helps us clean up!


Small group: Danny and Caroline make a great point about what it means to be truly free. 
Freedom isn’t the ability to do whatever you want, it’s about being free within the boundaries of 
who God has created us to be, doing what God designed us to do. Ask your students this 
question: “If you were free the way Danny described it, what would you do with your life?” Help 
your students dream!


Your own teenager: Galatians 5:1 is a powerful verse that reminds us of God’s intention to 
keep us free, and help us stay free! Take some time to really walk through this passage 
together with your child (Danny does a great job early on in the video) and then commit to 
memorize it as a family. It might also be good to check out the note above directed to small 
groups, and as you think about freedom in Christ, dream about what life would look like in that 
freedom.



